Sustainability Paper

**Due Date:** Friday, Dec. 10th, in class

**Assignment:** Pick an issue in sustainable resource management, related to some renewable or possibly exhaustible resource, and explain:
   a) what the “problem” is (i.e. why the market fails)
   b) some of the history of extraction/over extraction of the resource
   c) some history of past attempts to regulate the market so as to solve the market failure
   d) some careful thinking about the way forward

Your main job is to help me (your reader) gain real insight into your subject. Some of your topics may not conform to this template, in which case you should consult with me about organization of the paper before you finish writing it.

**Length:** the paper should be 6-8 pp. (including bibliography), typed, double-spaced, 12 pt. font., standard margins. You may use any of the standard methods for citations.